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On the Actuation Modes of a Multiloop
Mechanism for Space Applications

Chuanyang Li , Jorge Angeles , Life Fellow, IEEE, Hongwei Guo , Dewei Tang, Rongqiang Liu ,
Zhongbao Qin, and Hong Xiao

Abstract—A symmetric, double-tripod multiloop mech-
anism (DTMLM), intended for grabbing objects in out-
erspace, is the subject of this article. Actuation modes
are analyzed while introducing a novel tool applicable
to space mechanisms. The key issue here lies in es-
tablishing the criteria for selecting the optimum mode
from multiple actuation possibilities. The evaluation proce-
dure includes generalized-force values, power requirement,
and actuation-strategy models, along with their optimiza-
tion. Accordingly, the optimization procedure targets the
mode(s) with 1) uniformity of generalized-force distribution,
2) uniformity of power-requirement distribution, and 3) the
fewest working actuators in a given maneuver. In this way,
a rather complex problem is formulated in a simple man-
ner, whereby the optimum actuation mode is found by list-
lookup, from a reduced number of candidates. The DTMLM,
which carries three compound hinges plus three prismatic,
and six revolute joints, has three degrees of freedom. To
analyze the actuation modes of the mechanism, the dy-
namics model of the DTMLM is established; as well, five
representative modes are selected from 84 possibilities. It
turns out that the 3R-type (three revolute actuators) shows
a uniform power-requirement distribution among the three
actuators in the bending motion mode; in the 3P-type (three
prismatic actuators), one single actuator is operational, and
hence, takes all the load. Thus, the 3R-type is the best from
the power-distribution viewpoint, thereby providing strong
power support, but complex from the actuation-strategy
viewpoint, as illustrated in the article. Simulation results
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and prototype experiments of the DTMLM are reported,
thereby verifying the analysis results.

Index Terms—Actuation mode, double-tripod, dynamics
model, evaluation criteria, multiloop mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO IMPLEMENT space manipulation tasks, such as nonco-
operative target-tracking-and-capturing, multiloop mech-

anisms offer high mobility, high stiffness, high load-carrying
capacity, large workspace, and high adaptability. Li et al. [1]
proposed a novel multiloop mechanism for space applications,
dubbed the double-tripod multiloop mechanism (DTMLM). The
base platform (BP) of the mechanism is attached to a space
vessel, while the moving platform (MP) is free. The geometry
and typical postures of the DTMLM have been defined, as shown
in Fig. 1. The DTMLM has two basic motion modes, namely, 1)
folding and 2) bending. The process under which the DTMLM
folds completely, as in Fig. 1(b), from its reference posture in
Fig. 1(a) is mode (1). As well, mode (2) represents the process
under which the DTMLM reaches its largest bending angle,
at over 100◦, in Fig. 1(c). Other maneuvers are possible as
combinations of these two basic motion modes.

When a set of N modules of this kind are assembled, an
N -stage manipulator is produced for capturing, as shown in
Fig. 2. It is found that bending is the maneuver of interest
when the manipulator is under either a grabbing task or a
reconfiguration task of each DTMLM module. As well, the
manipulator is folded when not in operation, for space-saving
and damage-prevention [1]. Therefore, only two maneuvers of
the DTMLM module, i.e., folding and bending, are considered
in this article.

The DTMLM module has three degrees of freedom (dof) [2],
the dof of an N -module manipulator thus being 3N . Although
the robot appears suitable for space applications, as noted
above, the actuation system of such a highly redundant manipu-
lator is complex. Therefore, the actuation-mode analysis of the
whole system, as well as that of each module, becomes essential.
The actuation modes of the DTMLM are analyzed in this article.

Three actuation schemes are considered: under-, full-, and
redundant actuation, depending on both the mechanism dof
and its number of actuators. Underactuation [3]–[5] reduces the
number of actuators, weight, and complexity of a robot. How-
ever, this mode cannot provide enough mobility and stability,
thereby being unsuitable for aerospace mechanisms. Redundant
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Fig. 1. Postures of the DTMLM. (a) Reference posture. (b) Folded
posture. (c) Bent posture.

Fig. 2. Space capturing based on the DTMLM manipulator.
(a) Eight-finger version. (b) Reconfiguration task. (c) Four-finger version.
(d) Capture tasks targeting space bodies.

actuation, generally, is employed for singularity avoidance [6],
[7] and high payload capacity [8], at the expense of system
simplicity. However, most singularity postures of the DTMLM
occur on the boundary of its workspace [1], full actuation thus
being the choice in light of its functionality and stability.

This article was motivated by the need to actuate anN -module
DTMLM manipulator, intended for grabbing operations in outer
space. Such applications have special features, because a space-
borne mechanism brings about issues at the design stage that are
not found in the same kind of mechanisms mounted on a fixed
(to the Earth) base. In the latter, it is apparent that the actuators
should be located on the BP, just to reduce the inertial load on the
actuators. In the case of space-borne mechanisms, however, the
number of possibilities on where to locate the actuators is much
richer. While these mechanisms offer many possibilities for the
location of the actuators, they also pose interesting problems,
not present in their fixed-based counterparts.

With reference only to the floating mechanisms of interest, the
rich number of actuation possibilities calls for an optimum solu-
tion. That is, the choice of actuation mode has to be formulated
as an optimization problem.

In the realm of actuation optimization, numerous contribu-
tions have been reported. Actuator torque-distribution methods
have been studied for: i) minimization of the peak value of
the required actuator torque [9]; ii) inverse-dynamics analy-
ses [10], [11]; iii) global kinetic-energy minimization [12]; iv)
optimization of the driving forces [13]; v) high-regeneration
efficiency [14]; and vi) reduction in energy consumption [15].
As well, actuator energy consumption has been optimized for
multiobjective path-placement optimization [16] and energy-
saving [17]–[20]. Other applications target actuator-force
optimization for reduction of overall cost and size of the actua-
tors [21]. However, all these studies, to the authors’ knowledge,
focus on given actuation systems, and, hence, are not suitable for
our application, i.e., finding the optimum selection of actuation
mode(s) in the design process.

Furthermore, Wang et al. [22] proposed a general formula-
tion of the optimization problem for the placement and siz-
ing of piezoelectric actuators in feedforward control systems.
Mu et al. [23] explored the influence of the location and the num-
ber of actuators on the modal force of a rectangular plate, thereby
enhancing actuation capability while alleviating stress concen-
trations. Wang et al.’s and Mu et al.’s works both addressed
the location of the actuators in the target system, one focusing
on piezoelectric actuators, and the other on the actuation of the
plate. These solutions are thus unsuitable for rigid actuators like
electric motors, and aerospace mechanisms, such as those in the
DTMLM. Shin and Kim [24] proposed a distributed actuation
method for designing a finger-type manipulator with a sliding-
actuation mechanism. This method has advantages on force op-
timization and structure miniaturization. However, the method
is not applicable in the presence of revolute actuators. For this
reason, this method cannot be employed in the DTMLM. Nieto
et al. [25] applied convex optimization with minimization of en-
ergy consumption and peak power. Lagger et al. [26] resorted to
a power-distribution unit comprising a motor-cum-differential-
gear transmission, to provide mechanical torque to one of the
electromechanical actuators. The foregoing works offer solu-
tions in actuation-system design, but cannot be applicable to the
selection of the optimum actuation mode(s) in the case of the
the DTMLM. Zhao et al. [27] analyzed the relationship between
the workspace of a metamorphic serial-parallel manipulator and
different actuator-distribution layouts. However, the presence of
different actuation modes of the manipulator requires the adjust-
ment of metamorphic joints. The actuation-distribution analysis
being valid only for one specific system, it cannot lead to a
general optimization strategy. Ding and his co-workers [28], [29]
proposed a method for the optimal design of space deployable
mechanisms, but this procedure cannot be employed in the opti-
mal design of actuation systems. New evaluation criteria for the
optimization of actuation modes of the DTMLM should thus be
explored.

In this article, an actuation-mode evaluation procedure is pro-
posed, based on three criteria: i) generalized-force distribution;
ii) power-requirement distribution; and iii) actuation strategy.
Since we consider only two types of actuators, prismatic (P)
or revolute (R), in addition to the location of the actuators,
the criteria of interest lead to different viewpoints on the op-
timum selection of the actuation mode. Accordingly, a rather
complex problem, i.e., selecting the optimum actuation mode
from multiple actuation possibilities, is formulated in a simple
manner by means of a pertinent evaluation procedure. This
leads to a simple choice among the elements of a discrete,
reduced set.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DTMLM

The DTMLM [1], whose kinematic chain is shown in
Fig. 3(a), carries nine revolute, six spherical, and three prismatic
joints. Two spherical joints and one revolute joint constitute one
coupled cell, the concept of cell in mechanisms defined in an
earlier paper [30]. An example of a cell is the SRS assembly,
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Fig. 3. DTMLM. (a) Architecture. (b) Schematic of the SRS chain.

Fig. 4. DTMLM in cell methodology.

whose kinematic chain is depicted in Fig. 3(b). Both RS2 and
RS5 consist of a curved rail and a curved groove. The equivalent
axis ofRS2 is perpendicular to theHIJ plane and passes through
point I when the curved rail slides along the curved groove.
Thus, RS2 (RS5) is an equivalent revolute joint.

The mechanism carries one BP and one MP, which are rep-
resented by identical equilateral triangles in Fig. 3. The two
platforms and the middle plane B1B2B3, referred to as the “mid
plane,” are connected by links AiBi and BiDi, for i = 1, 2, 3.
All six links carry the same length, henceforth denoted l. Thus,
the two platforms are symmetrically located with respect to the
mid-plane.

The mobility and singularity analyses of the mechanism are
conducted based on the concept of cell methodology (CM) [2].
The pertinent CM model is shown in Fig. 4, where K1 . . .K12

are cells of the mechanism. K1, K2, K3, K10, K11, and K12

denote the revolute joints; K4, K6, and K8 denote, each, a SRS
subchain, which is a composite cell; K5, K7, and K9 denote
prismatic joints.

III. ACTUATION-MODE EVALUATION

Actuation mode is a concept pertaining to the driving of a
given mechanism. We distinguish between homogeneous and
inhomogeneous modes. In the former, the actuators are of the
same type, either R or P. An inhomogeneous mode involves
actuators of both types.

The actuation-mode evaluation of the subsystems of a given
mechanism is the subject of this section. First and foremost,
given that the dof of the system under development has been
already determined, namely, n, the issues to be discussed are 1)

Fig. 5. Procedure for the selection of the optimum actuation mode.

the type of single-dof actuator, either R or P, to be used, and
2) the placement of each actuator, which can be any single-dof
joint of the whole system. Evaluation criteria for the alternatives
are also introduced.

A. Evaluation Procedure and Three Evaluation Criteria

The evaluation procedure is intended to guide the designer
into the optimum selection of the actuation mode(s).

At the outset, all possibilities of the actuator type are consid-
ered. Given that n actuators are at play, and each can be of any of
the two foregoing types, the total number of possible alternatives
amounts to

h = Cn
m =

m× (m− 1)× · · · × (m− n+ 1)
n!

(1)

where m denotes the total number of one-dof lower kinematic
pairs (LKPs) in the mechanism.

Moreover, a test maneuver is assumed, that describes thor-
oughly the manipulation requirements from the given mecha-
nism, henceforth referred to as the system.

Three evaluation criteria are established at the outset: 1)
uniformity of generalized-force distribution; 2) uniformity of
power distribution; and 3) actuation-strategy criterion.

As per the procedure shown in Fig. 5, the criteria involve
different viewpoints that consider paradigm application cases.
In this way, criterion i) is applied when only one type of homoge-
neous submode (R or P) is used in the given mechanism, while
criterion ii) is the choice when a) two types of homogeneous
submodes are applied, and b) the inhomogeneous submode is
involved. When the main tasks of the given mechanism are
considered for a particular test maneuver, case iii) applies. The
details of the three criteria are included below.
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B. Uniformity of Generalized-Force Distribution

a) Actuator Generalized Force: The actuator generalized
force is derived from the dynamics model of the given mecha-
nism. Then, the generalized-force array is

fk =
[
φk,1 φk,2 · · · φk,s φk,s+1 · · · φk,n

]T
k = 1, 2, . . . , h, s = 1, 2, . . . , n (2)

where fk is the actuated-torque array of the kth mode in the case
in which all LKPs are R joints, while the actuated-force array
when all LKPs are P joints.

b) Evaluation Criterion: In general, it is expected to achieve
an even distribution of the actuator generalized forces, the actu-
ation mode with the most even distribution being our objective.
In this case, the variance of the actuator generalized forces of
each actuation mode is applied to represent the indicator of
its distribution evenness, while κ, the order number of the kth
actuation mode, turns out to be the single variable. Thus, the
objective function for this criterion is formulated as

min
κ

Fk = Fk(κ), κ ∈ [1, h] (3)

with

Fk =

∑n
s=1(φk,s − φ̄k)

2

n
, φ̄k =

∑n
s=1 φk,s

n
(4)

φ̄k thus denoting the mean value of the actuator generalized
forces.

Then, the variance of the optimum actuation mode is

F = min
{
F1, F2, . . . , Fk, . . . , Fh

}
. (5)

Once the variances of the actuator generalized force of the h
actuation modes are obtained, the optimum mode is found from
(5) by simple list-lookup, a simple version of table-lookup.

C. Uniformity of Power Distribution

The power required to drive the mechanism through a certain
task is applicable to both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
actuation modes.

Under the assumption that the actuator system includes r
revolute and p prismatic pairs, we have

w =

[
wr

wp

]
= [τ1, . . . , τi, . . . , τr︸ ︷︷ ︸

wT
r

, f1, . . . , fj , . . . , fp︸ ︷︷ ︸
wT

p

]T (6)

with w denoting the generalized-force array, τi the driving
torque of the ith actuated revolute joint, and fj the driving force
of the jth actuated prismatic joint.

A subscript k is introduced to denote the kth actuation mode
out of h possibilities. Then, the generalized-force array of the
kth actuation mode is

wk = [τk,1, . . . , τk,i, . . . , τk,r︸ ︷︷ ︸
wT

r,k

, fk,1, . . . , fk,j , . . . , fk,p︸ ︷︷ ︸
wT

p,k

]T .

(7)

The power requirement Qs, from the sth (s = 1, 2, . . . , n)
actuator, is the product of the generalized force times the gener-
alized velocity. In this article, we set Ps = |Qs| to simplify the
criterion representation. Thus, the power-requirement array of
the kth (k = 1, 2, . . . , h) actuation mode is

pk =
[
Pk,1 Pk,2 · · · Pk,s · · · Pk,n

]T
=

[
|τk,1θ̇k,1| · · · |τk,r θ̇k,r| |fk,1ċk,1| · · · |fk,pċk,p|

]T
.

(8)
A test maneuver should ideally require an even distribution

of the power requirement among all the actuators, R or P.
Accordingly, the variance of the power requirement of each
actuation mode is an indicator of its distribution evenness, seen
as a function of κ. Hence, the objective function, in this case, is

min
κ

Dk = Dk(κ), κ ∈ [1, h] (9)

with

Dk =

∑n
s=1(Pk,s − P̄k)

2

n
, P̄k =

∑n
s=1 Pk,s

n
. (10)

Then, the power-requirement variance of the optimum actua-
tion mode is

D = min
{
D1, D2, . . . , Dk, . . . , Dh

}
. (11)

Thus, the optimum mode is obtained from (11) by simple
list-lookup.

D. Actuation-Strategy Criterion

Different criteria will lead to different optimum solutions.
The actuation-strategy criterion is a measure of the simplicity
of the actuation strategy of a test maneuver. For this criterion,
accordingly, the fewer the actuators needed for the maneuver,
the simpler the actuation strategy. Thus, the objective function
of this case turns out to be

min
κ

Mk = Mk(κ), κ ∈ [1, h] (12)

whereMk (k = 1, 2, . . . , h), derived from the kinematics analy-
sis, denotes the number of actuators needed by the kth actuation
mode for the prescribed test maneuver.

Therefore, the optimum actuation mode is selected from

M = min
{
M1,M2, . . . ,Mk, . . . ,Mh

}
, Mk ≤ n. (13)

IV. DYNAMICS MODEL OF THE DTMLM

The DTMLM includes both R and P actuated joints, criterion
(ii) thus being employed. The dynamics model of the DTMLM
is established in this section.

The DTMLM consists of 14 links, i.e., one BP and 13 moving
rigid bodies, as per Fig. 3, with the center of mass (c.o.m.)1 of the
jth (j = 1, 2, . . . , 13) link, labeled Cj in Fig. 6. The mechanism
has three dof [2]; we thus assume that a 3R actuation mode is

1Unless otherwise indicated, we assume that all mechanism bars are slender
rods, of uniform cross sections, and their centers of mass thus lying in their
middle.
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Fig. 6. Differential kinematics model of the DTMLM.

applied in this model, all twists of the 13 moving rigid bodies
being represented in terms of actuated-joint rates θ̇i, for i =
1, 2, 3, and the corresponding angles being shown in Fig. 6.

The twists of the moving rigid bodies are referred to as tj =∑3
i=1 θ̇itji, with tji denoting the motion of the jth link with

respect to the ith actuated joint. All tji terms are given in the
Appendix. Thus, the array t of system twist can be expressed as

t = Tq̇ (14)

in which

t =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

t1

t2

t3

t4

...

t13

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, T =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

t11 0 0

0 t22 0

0 0 t33

t41 t42 t43

...
...

...

t13,1 t13,2 t13,3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, q̇ =

⎡
⎢⎣θ̇1

θ̇2

θ̇3

⎤
⎥⎦ (15)

where 0 denotes the six-dimensional zero vector, T ∈ IR78×3

being the twist shaping matrix of the DTMLM.
Then, the Newton–Euler equation of the jth link is

Mj ṫj = −WjMjtj +wA
j +wD

j +wC
j +wG

j (16)

in which

Mj =

[
Ij O3×3

O3×3 mj13×3

]
, Wj =

[
Ωj O3×3

O3×3 O3×3

]

wG
j =

[
0

mjg

]
(17)

where Mj denotes the 6 × 6 inertia dyad of the jth link, Wj the
6 × 6 angular-velocity dyad of the same body; wA

j , wD
j , wG

j ,
and wC

j represent the wrenches generated by active, dissipa-
tive, gravity, and non-working constraint forces and moments,
respectively; and Ij ∈ IR3×3, mj , and Ωj ∈ IR3×3 represent the
inertia tensor at the c.o.m, the mass, and the cross-product matrix
of ωj of the jth link, respectively.

Combining the foregoing terms of all the links, the dynam-
ics model of the DTMLM is described by a 78-uncoupled

TABLE I
ACTUATION MODES

model, namely,

Mṫ = −WMt+wA +wD +wC +wG (18)

in which

M = diag(M1, . . . ,M13), W = diag(W1, . . . ,W13)

wA =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
wA

1
...

wA
13

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,wD =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
wD

1
...

wD
13

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,wC =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
wC

1
...

wC
13

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,wG =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
wG

1
...

wG
13

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(19)
Thus,

I(q)q̈ = −C(q, q̇)q̇+ τ + δ + γ (20)

in which

I(q) = TTMT ∈ IR3×3

C(q, q̇) = TTMṪ+TTWMT ∈ IR3×3

τ = TTwA, δ = TTwD,γ = TTwG (21)

where τ , δ, and γ denote the generalized actuated-, dissipative-,
and gravity-force arrays, respectively.

V. ACTUATION-MODE ANALYSIS OF THE DTMLM

A. Potential Actuation Modes

As mentioned earlier, the DTMLM has three dof, and hence,
it needs three actuators. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, K1 . . .K3

and K10 . . .K12 denote the revolute joints; K5, K7, and K9

denote, in turn, the prismatic joints. The nine foregoing joints are
single LKPs, three of them actuated. By virtue of the gravity-free
environment, 84 actuator possibilities are available.

However, two kinds of modes are unsuitable for driving the
mechanism, which occur when a) for the 3R-type, two R actua-
tors are symmetrically located with respect to the mid-plane; and
b) for the 2R1P-type, one P actuator directly connects two links
with R actuators. For example, the R actuatorsK1 andK10 of the
K1K2K10 mode work symmetrically and synchronously, since
the mechanism undergoes a symmetric motion with respect to
the mid-plane. Accordingly, K1 and K10 work as one single R
actuator under any posture, the mode thus being underactuated.
As well, in mode K1K2K5, a two-dof loop K1K2K6K5K4 is
driven by three actuators, the mechanism thus being underactu-
ated. Therefore, these two kinds of actuation modes can control
only two dof. These cases are thus eliminated.

Hence, only 51 of the 84 modes are feasible. As shown in
Table I, 13 modes are obtained by means of the symmetry of the
mechanism.
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Fig. 7. Actuator input signals.

TABLE II
INPUTS OF THE ACTUATION MODES

B. Given Maneuvers Based on Bending and Folding
Motion Modes

All actuation modes operate under the following conditions:
1) A mechanism posture, to be attained by any actuation mode,
is prescribed; 2) the prescribed mechanism trajectory, i.e., the
time-histories of all the joints, is the same for all modes; 3)
the twist history of the MP is the same for all modes; 4) the
mechanism achieves the prescribed bent and folded posture; and
5) the load on the MP is the same for all actuation modes.

At one instant, the total power requirement from the three
actuators, for different modes, is the same for a given maneuver.
However, the power-requirement distribution among the three
actuators varies for different actuation modes. To simplify the
analysis process, five of the 13 actuation modes shown in Table I
are analyzed in this article: K1K2K3(3R), K1K3K5(2R1P),
K1K5K7(1R2P-A), K2K5K7(1R2P-B), and K5K7K9(3P). In
the case of power-requirement distribution, we impose the cri-
terion that the optimum actuation mode is the one that leads
to a uniform power requirement among all actuators, as shown
in (9). As well, in the actuation-strategy criterion, the optimum
actuation mode is the one with the lowest number of working
actuators in the folding and bending motion modes, as shown
in (12).

The folding and bending maneuvers are implemented by all
actuation modes, 3R, 3P, 2R1P, and 1R2P. Four input signals are
given in Fig. 7. Three of them are combined in light of various
actuation modes, as shown in Table II, where i (i = 1, . . . , 4)
denotes the ith input signal in Fig. 7.

C. Power-Requirement Distribution Criterion

1) Twist Arrays:
i) For the K1K2K3 mode, the twist array of the mechanism

being that in (14), set q̇1 = Q1q̇: q̇1 = [θ̇1, θ̇2, θ̇3]
T .

ii) For the K5K7K9 mode, the actuated-joint array turns out
to be q̇2 = [ḃ12, ḃ23, ḃ31]

T , the relation between q̇ and q̇2

thus being

q̇2=Q2q̇

Q2=⎡
⎣(−e1×la1)

Tn12 (e2×la2)
Tn12 0

0 −(e2×la2)
Tn23 (e3×la3)

Tn23

(e1×la1)
Tn31 0 −(e3×la3)

Tn31

⎤
⎦ .

(22)

In any mechanism posture, all entries of Q2 cannot be
eliminated, Q2 being a nonsingular matrix. The twist
array of the mechanism is thus given by

t = TQ−1
2 q̇2 (23)

similarly, the twist array of other actuation modes are.
iii) K1K3K5 mode

t = TQ−1
3 q̇3, q̇3 =

[
θ̇1 ḃ12 θ̇3

]T
(24a)

and

Q3 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 1 0 0

−(e1 × la1)
Tn12 (e2 × la2)

Tn12 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ .

(24b)
iv) K1K5K7 mode

t = TQ−1
4 q̇4, q̇4=

[
θ̇1 ḃ12 ḃ23

]T
(25a)

and

Q4 =⎡
⎣ 1 0 0
−(e1×la1)

Tn12 (e2×la2)
Tn12 0

0 −(e2×la2)
Tn23 (e3×la3)

Tn23

⎤
⎦ .

(25b)

v) K2K5K7 mode

t = TQ−1
5 q̇5, q̇5=

[
ḃ12 θ̇2 ḃ23

]T
(26a)

and

Q5 =⎡
⎣−(e1×la1)

Tn12 (e2×la2)
Tn12 0

0 1 0
0 −(e2×la2)

Tn23 (e3×la3)
Tn23

⎤
⎦ .

(26b)

2) Power Requirement: The power consumption of the
DTMLM caused by the friction forces is the same for all
five actuation modes when the DTMLM undergoes the same
maneuver, the dissipative forces thus having no impact on
the actuation-mode optimization. As well, in the actuation-
system-design process, the materials and geometry of the
links are not prescribed, and thereby friction forces cannot be
solved. Therefore, the dissipative-force array δ in (20) is set as
zero.
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Fig. 8. Power requirements of actuators in the five actuation modes
(obtained via the dynamics model).

Upon (a) (14), (b) the shaping relation in (22)–(26), and (c)
inputs in Table II into the dynamics model of the DTMLM, the
power requirement in the five actuation modes are calculated
both under the folding and the bending modes, and then plotted
in Fig. 8.

D. Actuation Strategy

When we have enough power support for each actuator, a
simple actuation strategy for a specific task plays an important
role. From the viewpoint of the actuation-strategy criterion in
Section III-D, one single actuator, K5, of K5K7K9, is opera-
tional in the bending motion mode [1], and three under the modes
K1K2K3. We thus have M3R = 3, M3P = 1, M2R1P = 3, and
M1R2P = 2. Clearly,

M3R = M2R1P > M1R2P = 2 > M3P (27)

the 3P-type thus being the optimum solution.2

E. Optimum Actuation Mode(s)

According to the power-distribution criterion in Section III-C,
absolute values are taken for calculating the variances. Here we
have the variance of the power requirement of the five actuation
modes, as shown in Fig. 9.

2This is meaningful for anN -module DTMLM manipulator. Within the power
capacity of each actuator, only N prismatic actuators, instead of 3N revolute
actuators, are operational for a bending maneuver, when each module carries a
3P-type actuation mode.

Fig. 9. Variance of power requirement. (a) Folding motion mode. (b)
Bending motion mode.

TABLE III
COMPARISON AMONG THE ACTUATION MODES

The results plotted in Fig. 9 (for the power-distribution cri-
terion) and Table II (for the actuation-strategy criterion) are
summarized in Table III.

From Table III, it is apparent that the 3R-type shows a uniform
power-requirement distribution among the three actuators. From
the viewpoint of actuation-strategy, the 3P-type, one single
actuator is operational in the bending maneuver, thus simplifying
actuation and control in space-capturing applications. This mode
is, therefore, the optimum.

VI. SIMULATION

An ADAMS model of the DTMLM module, as shown in
Fig. 10, is described below, with all links made of aluminum,
the mass of the actuators being ignored, while gravity effects are
considered in the analysis, to match the case of prototype and
tests on the ground.

The simulation results of 3R and 3P modes are plotted in
Fig. 11. Obviously, the ADAMS plots match those in Fig. 8,
which were calculated via the dynamics model. Thus, the dy-
namics model is verified, the actuation-mode optimal analysis
in Section V-C following suit.
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Fig. 10. ADAMS model of the DTMLM module.

Fig. 11. Power requirements of three actuators under folding- and
bending-motion modes (obtained via the ADAMS model).

Fig. 12. Prototypes. (a) 3R-type. (b) 3P-type.

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE MANIPULATOR PROTOTYPE

VII. PROTOTYPE AND TESTS

A. Experimental System

3R and 3P actuation modes, the optimum solutions in the two
criteria, are employed for the prototype, as shown in Fig. 12.
The parameters of the prototypes are listed in Table IV. The
two prototypes undergo two basic motion modes, as shown in
Fig. 13.

B. Verification of the Dynamics Model

The dynamics model of the DTMLM is verified by means of
the 3P prototype, under two basic motion modes.

Fig. 13. Maneuvers for two prototypes. (a) 3P-bending. (b) 3P-folding.
(c) 3R-bending. (d) 3R-folding.

Fig. 14. Process of the bending motion mode.

Fig. 15. Experimental and theoretical results under bending mode.

Fig. 16. Process of the folding motion mode.

1) Bending Mode: As shown in Fig. 14, one P actuator is
extended from 290 to 470 mm, at a rate of about 4.8 mm/s,
while the other two actuators remain passive.

Plots of theoretical and experimental results are shown in
Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 shows that the power requirement follows the same
trend in prototype and model, but the experimental amplitude
is larger. The underlying reason is that, in the theoretical result,
the motions of the SRS chains and friction are neglected.3 Thus,
the dynamics model of the DTMLM is acceptable.

2) Folding Mode: All three actuators are extended from 290
to 470 mm, under a speed of about 4.8 mm/s, to realize the folded
posture, as shown in Fig. 16.

Plots of both theoretical and experimental results are shown
in Fig. 17. This figure shows that the power requirement follows
the same trend in both tests and model, while the experimental
amplitude is larger, because the motions of the SRS chains and
friction are neglected in the theoretical result. Thus, the dynam-
ics model of the DTMLM is deemed to be acceptable. Therefore,
the actuation-mode optimization under the power-distribution
criterion is acceptable.

3This simplification is feasible, because the dynamics model is built for
actuation-mode optimization rather than for control.
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Fig. 17. Experimental and theoretical results under folding mode.

Fig. 18. Experimental variance under the power-requirement crite-
rion: two distinct actuation modes.

C. Verification of the Actuation-Mode Analysis

In this section, the properties of the 3R and 3P actuation modes
are directly compared by experiments.

1) The Test Based on Actuation-Strategy Criterion: It is
found, from the maneuvers in Fig. 13, that only one actuator of
the 3P-type works, and three for the 3R-type under the bending
mode. Thus, the 3P-type prototype is suitable for the bending
task. In turn, three actuators of the 3R-type are required to work
together with high precision fit and reasonable trajectory plan-
ning. In this case, therefore, the 3P actuation mode is optimum,
which matches the theoretical analysis in Sections V-D and V-E.

2) The Test Based on The Power-Distribution Criterion: Our
prototypes are designed for a multiple-modular manipulator,
whereby the 3R- and 3P-type modules have different reachable
workspaces for various roles in the system. Therefore, the exper-
iment here is an approximate verification. Fig. 18 represents the
experimental variance of three actuators in the 3R- and 3P-type
modes, under the bending motion. The figure shows that the
variance of the 3R-type is smaller than that of the 3P-type.
Therefore, the 3R-type shows a more even distribution of power
requirements, thereby being the optimal solution. This matches
the analysis in Sections V-C and V-E.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The authors proposed a method for the analysis of the actu-
ation modes of multiloop mechanisms for space applications.
Three basic evaluation criteria, namely, actuator generalized-
force distribution, power requirement, and actuation strategy,
were established. With these criteria, we just chose the desired
mode among the elements of a discrete set. Thus, a rather com-
plex problem is solved in a simple manner. The method is then
used to select the actuation-mode applicable to the DTMLM.
By means of the power-requirement model, the optimum modes
of the DTMLM under different viewpoints are obtained. The
3R-type shows an even power-consumption distribution among
the three actuators. By contrast, in the 3P-type, one single
actuator is operational, and hence, takes all the load.

Fig. 19. A three-module space manipulator with two distinct types of
actuation modes.

When an N -modular DTMLM manipulator is applied for
space capturing, 3N actuators are needed to drive the system.
In this case, the actuation-strategy criterion leads to the simplest
actuation mode. Thus, a comprehensive application of the 3R-,
3P-, 2R1P-, and 1R2P- actuation modes is suitable to control a
multimodular manipulator of the class described here. Shown in
Fig. 19 is a manipulator with three modules. The first module,
the one closest to the BP, applies a 3R actuation mode for a
good power output, whereas the second and the third modules
require a 3P actuation mode for the simplest actuation strategy.
In this case, only five, instead of nine, actuators are operational
for a bending action, thereby being suitable for capturing or
reconfiguration tasks.

Moreover, since the DTMLM operates under special con-
ditions, such as a zero-gravity environment, a number of full
actuation-mode possibilities and multiloop configurations are
available. Furthermore, for mechanical systems with actuation
modes under which gravity plays a minor role, such as a) robots
under low-speed uniform maneuvers and b) robots with light
actuators, our actuation strategy should be effective for the
optimum selection of the actuation mode(s).

Further to the work reported here, actuation robustness, reli-
ability, and resilience [5], [31] will be investigated, along with
dynamics and control strategies.

APPENDIX

1) Link 13: From the actuated and constraint Jacobian ma-
trices of the DTMLM in our early work [2], ω13 = Kċ13 and
ċ13 = Bq̇ are derived, where K and B are 3 × 3 matrices. We
thus have

t13,i =
[
wT

13,i vT
13,i

]T
, where w13,i and v13,i represent the

ith column vector in KB and B, respectively.
2) Links 1–3: If ai represents the unit vector of

−−−→
AiBi, then t11=

[
e1

l/2(e1×a1)

]
, t22=

[
e2

l/2(e2×a2)

]
, t33 =[

e3

l/2(e3×a3)

]
.

3) Links 4–9: Let n12, n23, and n31 represent the unit vector
of

−−−→
B1B2,

−−−→
B2B3, and

−−−→
B3B1, respectively, lj the length of the jth

link.
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t4,i =
[
wT

4,i vT
4,i

]T
, where

w41 = (wT
13,1n12)n12/2 + b12 × (le1 × a1)/‖b12‖2

w42 = (wT
13,2n12)n12/2 − b12 × (le2 × a2)/‖b12‖2

w43 = (wT
13,3n12)n12/2,v41 = le1 × a1 + l4w41/2 × n12

v42 = l4w42/2 × n12,v43 = l4w43/2 × n12

t5,i =
[
wT

5,i vT
5,i

]T
, where

w51 = w41,w52 = w42,w53 = w43

v51 = −l5w51 × n12/2,v52 = le2 × a2 − l5w52 × n12/2
v53 = −l5w53 × n12/2

t6,i =
[
wT

6,i vT
6,i

]T
, where

w62 = (wT
13,2n23)n23/2 + b23 × (le2 × a2)/‖b23‖2

w63 = (wT
13,3n23)n23/2 − b23 × (le3 × a3)/‖b23‖2

w61 = (wT
13,1n23)n23/2,v62 = le2 × a2 + l6w62 × n23/2

v63 = l6w63 × n23/2,v61 = l6w61 × n23/2

t7,i =
[
wT

7,i vT
7,i

]T
, where

w72 = w62,w73 = w63,w71 = w61

v72 = −l7w72 × n23,v73 = le3 × a3 − l7w73 × n23/2
v71 = −l7w71 × n23/2

t8,i =
[
wT

8,i vT
8,i

]T
, where

w83 = (wT
13,3n31)n31/2 + b31 × (le3 × a3)/‖b31‖2

w81 = (wT
13,1n31)n31/2 − b31 × (le1 × a1)/‖b31‖2

w82 = (wT
13,2n31)n31/2,v83 = le3 × a3 + l8w83 × n31/2

v81 = l8w81 × n31/2,v82 = l8w82 × n31/2

t9,i =
[
wT

9,i vT
9,i

]T
, where

w93 = w83,w91 = w81,w92 = w82

v93 = −l9w93 × n31/2,v91 = le1 × a1 − l9w91 × n31/2
v92 = −l9w92 × n31/2.
4) Links 10–12: Leta10,a11, anda12 represent the unit vectors

of
−−−→
B1D1,

−−−→
B2D2, and

−−−→
B3D3, respectively.

t10,i =
[
wT

10,i vT
10,i

]T
, where

w10,1 = w13,1 + e10,w10,2 = w13,2,w10,3 = w13,3

v10,1 = le1 × a1 + lw10,1 × a10/2
v10,2 = lw10,2 × a10/2,v10,3 = lw10,3 × a10/2

t11,i =
[
wT

11,i vT
11,i

]T
, where

w11,1 = w13,1,w11,2 = w13,2 + e11,w11,3 = w13,3

v11,1 = lw11,1 × a11/2,v11,2 = le2 × a2 + lw11,2 × a11/2
v11,3 = lw11,3 × a11/2

t12,i =
[
wT

12,i vT
12,i

]T
, where

w12,1 = w13,1,w12,2 = w13,2,w12,3 = w13,3 + e12

v12,1 = lw12,1 × a12/2,v12,2 = lw12,2 × a12/2
v12,3 = le3 × a3 + lw12,3 × a12/2.
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